A three level quantum system interacting with nonequilibrium environment is investigated. The stationary state of the system is found (both for non-coherent and coherent environment) and relaxation and decoherence to the stationary state is described. The stationary state of the system will be non-equilibrium and will generate flows. We describe the dependence of the flows on the state of the environment.
Introduction
In the present paper we consider a three level quantum system which interacts with three reservoirs. The reservoirs are Bose quantum fields in temperature states. Temperatures of the reservoirs are different, therefore the environment is nonequilibrium and the system interacting with the environment can be considered as an example of quantum thermodynamic machine. Moreover we will consider also the case when the state of one of the reservoirs includes also a coherent component.
We will investigate how this thermodynamic machine operates. The principal question is the form of the stationary state (which will be nonequilibrium) and the currents (or flows) in this state. The higher the flow the more effective the thermodynamics machine will be. We find the expression for the stationary state of the system and investigate the dependence of this state on the states of the reservoirs. The density matrix of the stationary state of the system for the case of non-coherent nonequilibrium environment will be diagonal (but non-Gibbs).
We introduce the generalized brightnesses of the reservoirs (proportional to the numbers of quanta of the fields which are in resonance with the corresponding transitions in the system). We show that the dependence of the flow on the brightnesses is saturated -the flow is proportional to the brightness for small brightness and saturates (tends to constant) for large brightness.
The second question is how the obtained expressions for the stationary state of the system and the flow will be changed when one of the reservoirs contains a coherent component. We show that in this case the stationary state will be deformed, in particular it will includes off-diagonal component. The expression for the flow will also be deformed.
We also investigate convergence to the stationary state (for all discussed regimes of the environment) and describe relaxation and decoherence for the model under consideration.
For the investigation of evolution of quantum systems interacting with the environment we use the approach of the stochastic limit of quantum theory [1] , see also [2] for the discussion of quantum many particle systems in the stochastic limit. In this approach evolution of the reduced density matrix of the system will be generated by the Lindblad dissipative operator. Stochastic limit in presence of a coherent field was discussed in [3] , in the present paper we use different but equivalent approach.
The systems which couple to multiple reservoirs are investigated in particular in [4] - [9] . For general discussion of different models in quantum thermodynamics (including heat flows) see [10] - [15] .
One of the most interesting applications of the model investigated in this paper is to the problem of quantum photosynthesis. Photosynthesis (actually, the first stages of photosynthesis) is the process of absorption of photons in light harvesting complexes with creation of excitons, transport of excitons to the reaction center and absorption of excitons in the reaction center [16] . The problem of quantum photosynthesis is related to the observed in photosyntetic systems coherences with long lifetime [17] , [18] , [19] . We will not discuss here this effect of coherences, see [20] , [21] for the application to this problem of a generalization of the model described in the present paper. See also [22] for general discussion of quantum effects in biology.
Hamiltonian and generator of evolution
The Hamiltonian of a system interacting with three reservoirs. In this article we discuss a non-equilibrium stationary state for the model of quantum system interacting with three different reservoirs with three different temperatures. In particular a model of this kind describes quantum photosynthesis. Since the model is non-equilibrium the stationary state will correspond to a flow. For the model of quantum photosynthesis this is a flow of excitons to the reaction center.
We consider a system with three non-degenerate levels and a Hamiltonian
In our model the system describes a photosynthetic system (in one-exciton approximation in the so called global basis), |0 corresponds to a state without excitons, |1 corresponds to a state "exciton in the reaction center" (or sink), |2 corresponds to one-exciton state of a chromophore.
We consider the following set of transitions between the energy levels. Transitions between |0 and |2 (exciton excitation and its stimulated absorption) are coupled with the interaction with light (thermal reservoir at 6000K), transitions between |2 and |1 (exciton transport to the reaction center) are coupled with the interaction with phonons, or oscillations of a protein matrix (thermal reservoir at 300K), and transitions between |1 and |0 (exciton absorption in the reaction center) are coupled with the interaction with a Fock reservoir (i.e a reservoir with zero temperature).
Thus, we have three reservoirs, described by quantum bosonic field Hamiltonians H em (electromagnetic field), H ph (phonons, oscillations of the protein matrix), H sink (sink, or exciton absorption in the reaction center). For each reservoir the corresponding Hamiltonian takes the form
where R = em, ph, sink enumerates the fields, ω R is a dispersion of the field a R .
Each of the reservoirs R is in a Gaussian mean zero state with quadratic correlation function
Here N R (k) (number of field quanta with wave number k) equals (in a thermal state with inverse temperature β R )
We consider the interaction between the system and the reservoir R of the form
Here g R is a form factor of interaction and each field R interacts with the corresponding pair of levels
The total Hamiltonian of the system interacting with three reservoirs is equal to the sum
and acts in the Hilbert space
Master equation of evolution. Evolution of the reduced density matrix of the system in the stochastic limit of quantum theory is described by the master equation
In the case under consideration the generator θ of evolution is equal to the sum of three generators for transitions between energy levels
Generators θ R have the form [1] θ R (ρ) = 2γ
where pairs |i , |j of levels correspond to reservoirs according to (2) . Coefficients in the generator θ R take the form
where the reservoir R is coupled with the transition between energy levels ε i , ε j . For thermal state of the field the above coefficients take form
We will call C R the generalized brightness (for C em this is the brightness of the light, interacting with the system). In particular, γ
Moreover β sink , β ph , β em correspond to temperatures 0, 300 and 6000 respectively, i.e. the system of excitons interacting with fields is nonequilibrium. Thus there exists flow of excitons (even in stationary state). In the present paper we compute this flow.
Nonequilibrium stationary state
In this section we compute the nonequilibrium stationary state of the density matrix and calculate the flow of excitons.
As is known from general theory [1] , [2] , in the stochastic limit the dynamics of the density matrix for non-degenerate system interacting with the environment can be considered as a combination of dynamics in two subspaces conserved by the evolution: the subspaces of diagonal and off-diagonal matrices. In the diagonal subspace there is convergence to a stationary state (in particular, thermalization for thermal reservoir), and in the off-diagonal subspace there is decoherence (decay of quantum coherences). In the case, when the reservoir is nonequilibrium, the stationary state of the system is also nonequilibrium and there are flows in this subspace, i.e. there is quantum transport.
The diagonal part of the density matrix evolves according to the system of kinetic equations in the Pauli form
where i, j = 0, 1, 2 and coefficients W ij form a matrix of rates of transitions between the energy levels.
Each summand at the right-hand side of the above system is a flow between the states i and j. Moreover, if the environment is equilibrium (all reservoirs are in thermal states with equal temperatures) then the stationary state of the system will also be thermal with the same temperature. In this case each flow between any pair of states will be zero, this is called the detailed balance case.
For non-equilibrium environment (in particular when we have several reservoirs with different temperatures) the system will converge to nonequilibrium stationary state. In this case there are non-zero flows in the system. In particular we will be interested in the flow between levels |1 and |0 , which corresponds to the exciton absorption rate in the reaction center.
Equations (3), (4), (5) 
Let us recall that the sink of excitons corresponds to the reservoir with zero temperature β sink → +∞, i.e. γ + re,sink = 0; 2γ
Below we will point out explicitly when we assume γ 
where ∆ = γ 
2) The flow of excitons to the sink in the above stationary state under assumption γ + re,sink = 0
Remark. In formula (21) dependence of the flow of excitons to the sink on light brightness C em is line ar for small brightness and is saturated (tends to constant) for high brightnesses. Similar saturation behavior takes place for the dependence of the flow on exciton transport rate C ph and exciton absorption rate in the reaction centre C sink .
Relaxation and decoherence
In the previous section we have discussed the form of the stationary state for a system interacting with nonequilibrium environment. In this section we will discuss convergence to the stationary state, i.e. relaxation (in the subspace of diagonal matrices) and decoherence (for the off-diagonal part of the density matrix). Let us find all the eigenvalues for the matrix of the system (13), (14), (15) 
Eigenvalues (roots of the quadratic equation)
describe the relaxation rate for the diagonal part of the density matrix.
Decoherence is the decay of the off-diagonal part of the density matrix. For three level system under consideration there three (up to Hermitian conjugation) basic matrices in the off-diagonal subspace |0 1|, |0 2|, |1 2|.
These matrices are eigenvectors of the evolution generator (4)
the details are given in the next proposition.
Proposition 2 1) The dynamics of diagonal density matrices described by the system of equations (13), (14), (15) reduces to relaxation to the stationary state (17) , (18), (19) . The relaxation rate is described by the eigenvalues (23) (10), (11), (12) and D is given by (22) .
2) Off diagonal matrices (24) are eigenvectors for evolution generator (4), i.e.
θ(|i j|) = µ ij |i j| and exponentially decay as Re µ ij < 0. The eigenvalues take the form
where the coefficients are given by (6), (7), (8), (9) .
Each eigenvalue contains a contribution C R related to each transition between the energy levels (since γ ± re,R are proportional to C R ). Consequently, if at least one of generalized brightnesses C R is high enough then all off-diagonal states decay rapidly. We are interested in coherences related to the transition excited by light, i.e. the matrix element |0 2|.
The rate of convergence to the stationary state is characterized by the minimal value of positive numbers −Re (λ ± ). Let us discuss when the numbers λ ± are real and when these numbers are complex and conjugate (since the characteristic equation has real coefficients). To do this we study the sign of the determinant D given by (22) .
Proposition 3 Under assumption (16) the equation D (C ph , C em , C sink ) = 0 with the conditions C em , C sink , C ph ≥ 0 defines a cone with the apex at the point C em = C sink = C ph = 0. Inside the cone one has D (C ph , C em , C sink ) < 0 and outside the cone D (C ph , C em , C sink ) > 0. The cone is tangent to the plane C ph = 0 by the half-line
and is tangent to the plane γ + re,ph = γ + re,em by the half-line
Remark. Here and below we use the word "cone" to denote a part of a cone surface lying at the same side of the apex.
Corollary. The convergence rate (in the limit t → +∞) to the stationary state is defined by |Re λ − | and equals The function |Re λ − | is continuous with respect to C R .
Remark. The cone D (C ph , C em , C sink ) = 0 is tangent to one of three planes C R = 0 and intersects none of them. Thus in the case of only two reservoirs the discriminant D is always non-negative. Therefore at least three reservoirs are necessary for complex roots to appear.
Comparison of the relaxation rate for diagonal matrix elements with decoherence rate. For non-degenerate system under consideration the slowest rate of decoherence is obtained if C em = 0 (i.e. the light is switched off). The exciton transport and absorption cannot be switched off. Let us find the bounds for the relaxation rate to the decoherence rate ratio.
Proposition 4 Under assumption (16), inside the cone
|Re λ ± | |Re µ 02 | > 2 − e β ph (ε 2 −ε 1 ) (1 + e βem(ε 2 −ε 0 ) ) 1 + e β ph (ε 2 −ε 1 ) + e βem(ε 2 −ε 0 ) .
(32)
The bounds are reached on the cone surface D (C ph , C em , C sink ) = 0 on the half-lines
1 + e βem(ε 2 −ε 0 ) ,
Remark. Taking the typical values
we get the numerical estimates
Proposition 5
The global maximum value of the ratio |Re λ + | |Re µ 02 | is given by |Re λ + | |Re µ 02 | = 2 + e β ph (ε 2 −ε 1 ) (1 + e βem(ε 2 −ε 0 ) ) 1 + e β ph (ε 2 −ε 1 ) + e βem(ε 2 −ε 0 ) .
(34)
Remark. One has the estimate for (34) under assumption (16)
for all brightnesses and temperatures.
As the upper bound of the relaxation rate to the decoherence rate ratio appeared to be more than 1 and the ratio is a monotonic function with respect to γ − re,sink outside the cone, then it is natural to ask the question, under what conditions the relaxation rate and decoherence rate are equal? The answer is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 6
The relaxation and decoherence rates are equal on a part of the cone surface, which can be given by single-valued function C sink depending on C ph and C em in the brightnesses range excluding the line C sink = C em
The line C sink = C em belongs to the cone. The cone D (C ph , C em , C sink ) = 0 lies inside the cone (35).
Since the case D < 0 is possible, one can ask is it possible to obtain the oscillatory behavior? The answer is no. Let us define the oscillation quality inside the cone
At large values Q/π describes the number of oscillations during the relaxation time, so it is natural to interpret Q > π as a condition for transition to oscillatory behavior.
Proposition 7
Under assumption (16), the maximum oscillations quality inside the cone equals
and is reached on a half-line γ
Remark. If one substitutes (33) then
If one maximizes (37) with respect to temperatures, then
Thus Q < π and one can interpret the result as absence of oscillatory dependence on time.
Comparison of the flow of excitons to the sink with the decoherence. To test if the coherence is preserved during the time exciton needs to be absorbed in the reaction centre one should check if the ratio of the flow to decoherence rates is greater than 1.
Proposition 8
The exciton flow to sink to decoherence rate ratio has the upper bound
Remark. At (33) the bound equals Thus coherence is not preserved at the transport and absorption time scale.
Interaction with coherent field
Interaction of atom with coherent field (with application of coherent states of the field) in the stochastic limit approach was considered in [3] . In this section we will consider a simpler, but equivalent approach. We will add a classical term in special scaling limit to the quantum field of the reservoir. Let us recall that the Hamiltonian of interaction of the system with light has the form (1) (for R = em). We introduce the external coherent field adding a classical contribution of the form
i.e. an oscillating classical field multiplied by the term s(λ 2 t) (signal envelope, a complex valued function) varying slowly with respect to time is added to the quantum field. Here ω em = ε 2 − ε 0 is a Bohr frequency of the transition between states |0 and |2 (the classical field is in resonance with the transition).
This contribution can be non-zero in the stochastic limit since the oscillating exponents arising from the free evolution of the interaction Hamiltonian in the stochastic limit are canceled. The free evolution of the classical field contribution is constant and after the time rescaling t → t/λ 2 is equal to H eff (t) = s(t)|2 0| + s(t)|0 2|.
This gives the following proposition.
Proposition 9
The evolution equation of the reduced density matrix of the system (described in section 2) in the stochastic limit in presence of an electromagnetic coherent field takes the form
where θ is the Lindblad generator (4) for quantum fields in a Gaussian state, the effective Hamiltonian for the considered system takes the form
The generator of evolution of the reduced density matrix. Let us consider the matrix representation of the generator (41) (where s = const) in the basis
This representation is given by the following proposition
Proposition 10
The generator
in the basis (42) has a matrix of the block-diagonal form 
Here γ ± re are given by (10), (11) and µ ij are eigenvalues of the operator θ for the off-diagonal vectors |i j| given by (25), (26), (27) θ(|i j|) = µ ij |i j|.
Stationary states. It is easy to see that the matrix elements ρ 10 , ρ 01 , ρ 21 , ρ 12 decay exponentially (because the corresponding eigenvalues µ ij have negative real parts). Thus the stationary state for the generator L belongs to the subspace corresponding to the first five lines of the above matrix (which contains all diagonal matrix elements and two off-diagonal matrix elements ρ 20 and ρ 02 ). In this subspace the equation for the stationary state takes the form 
It is easy to see that in the stationary state
Substituting these expressions into the equations for the diagonal part of the density matrix, we obtain the system of linear equations for the stationary state Eigenvalues of this matrix are 0, λ ± (s), where λ ± (s) are deformations of λ ± given by (23) .
Comparison of this system of equations and the system (13), (14, (15) implies the following proposition.
Proposition 11
The stationary state for the generator (43) in the presence of external coherent field (where s = const is real) exists, is unique and has the following form:
The diagonal elements of the density matrix are described by expressions (17) , (18), (19) where the following substitution was made 
are independent of the parameter s, λ ± are defined by (23) , µ 02 is defined by (26). In particular the characteristic equation without the coherent field is λh 1 (λ) = 0. Let us discuss the possibility of pure oscillatory regime for the above system of equations.
the case of a model of quantum photosynthesis) on the environment. We found that our model predicts a linear behavior for low brightness of the light which saturates (tends to constant) for hight brightness (and similar behavior with respect to properties of other reservoirs, called the generalized brightnesses, proportional to the number of quanta of the reservoir fields). Section 4 discusses relaxation and decoherence to the stationary state. It is shown that the relaxation includes not only damping but also oscillations and the relaxation and decoherence are sufficiently fast.
In Section 5 these results are generalized for the case when the light field contains a coherent component which is in resonance with the transition. We show that interaction with a coherent field leads to excitation of quantum coherences (off-diagonal elements of the density matrix) and discuss the form of the corresponding stationary state, decoherence and relaxation.
It would be interesting to study also a relation wih quantum control theory [23] .
